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4 University Vice-Presidents

Drafting students here with
real political environment, be-
will address the convention dele-

For the past year, the 23-year-
old Dr. Owens has been assistant
in the president of Bowling Green.
The new vice president's major

The convention is being spon-
sored by four student convention

The B-G News

"LOVIN' EM, BABY"— Pop group, The Lettermen, song to a
sellout crowd last night, entertaining the BG audience with
such classics include "Good To Be True," and "Sherry Don't
Go." (Photo by Jeff DeWolf.)
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Today marks the beginning of
events celebrating the 10-year an-
iversary of the Union. The events
will continue until Sunday.
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10th Anniversary Activities Set For Union

HAPPY BIRTHDAY... Events are scheduled this week to celebrate the Union's 10th anniversary.
(Photograph by Tim Colek)
Registration Change

It will be a cold day in hades before every student is satisfied with course registration procedures, but the temperature may drop a little.

After re-registration this spring for the fall quarter, students will be asked to submit a request for courses they plan to take during the winter quarter. As analysis of the information will reveal, hopefully aid academic dean, department chairman, and the registrar are coordinating their staffs and facilities with student needs.

According to a survey taken by the registrar, one out of every six students had problems registering for one or more desired courses for this semester. Difficulties ranged from obtaining courses at designated times to the unavailability of them because student sequences und schedules.

If more courses will soon be made available to better accommodate courses for this semester. Difficulties ranged from obtaining up for courses ut the times being offered.

That the rest of the week, the Union Activities Organization will be responsible for registering students, and the registrar in coordinating their staff and facilities with course registration procedures, but the temperature may drop a little.

The committee formed to study the problem, initiated by Student Council and appointed by Dr. Jerome, devised the new procedures which I think have bearing on this election.
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Happy Anniversary

Today marks the beginning of festivities celebrating the University Union’s tenth anniversary. The Union, often referred to as the “hearts of the campus,” has provided several generations of students with a place to socialize, meet, and house various student activities.

Once a log cabin called the Falcon’s Nest, the Union has since been enlarged to a four story structure that is soon to be expanded. As its growth has continued, it looks as if more courses will soon be made available to better accommodate student sequences and schedules.

The News welcomes letters to the editor. Letters should be typewritten, signed by the author and copy of your type written name, address, and phone number should accompany the letter.

As many letters as possible will be selected for publication. The limits of space, good taste and decorum will be the determining factors in the selection. The editor reserves the right to edit letters more than 300 words in length.

If any student makes a killing through CHOICE 68, the National Collegiate Presidential Primary, it could be the campus on campus. Although literature endlessly as debates and speeches MRW, the meeting of externalizing Institutional communities and related socialist and product, the fact remains that a semi-professional political machine in the narrow, conventional sense of the word, the student right, remains.

This professionalization has developed partly, as a result of the incredible publicity that student leftists have received from the national press. Their large and increasing demonstrations have rudely thrust the latent latent conservatives far back into the background of the political scene. During the past few years and then we will trust that the leadership it must now, not respect are indeed due to every young man and woman there Is no better position. Rules can be changed every year In order to retain her high standing the student right, remains.

I understand that “the rules” call for such cheerleader. To try every year in order to retain her high standing the student right, remains.

As long as the Court was duly constituted and established structures—student leftists have received their make-up, should be rigidly enforced.
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**At Home In The Union**

By IGON BLAIREL

In 1912, the present site of the University was Mr. John Roach's bowling alley. When Roach, who was a former Secretary of the United States, died, his widow sold the bowling alley to the University, which then bought it for $20,000. The University has since spent more than $600,000 on improvements. The present structure was built in 1928, and contains 25,000 square feet of space. It is one of the largest and most modern student centers in the country.

**Defies Housing Policy**

In 1957, the present site of the University was Mr. John Roach's bowling alley. When Roach, who was a former Secretary of the United States, died, his widow sold the bowling alley to the University, which then bought it for $20,000. The University has since spent more than $600,000 on improvements. The present structure was built in 1928, and contains 25,000 square feet of space. It is one of the largest and most modern student centers in the country.

**Coed Faces Expulsion**

In 1912, the present site of the University was Mr. John Roach's bowling alley. When Roach, who was a former Secretary of the United States, died, his widow sold the bowling alley to the University, which then bought it for $20,000. The University has since spent more than $600,000 on improvements. The present structure was built in 1928, and contains 25,000 square feet of space. It is one of the largest and most modern student centers in the country.

**To Her, You're 'Pretty Important'**

By KATHY GAETZ

**Koreans Seize Important Papers From Pueblo**

WASHINGTON (AP) - A 300-element detachment of the intelligence service Pueblo was set in motion yesterday by the Korean government, by the Pentagon officials revealed today. The testimony, just released, was given by former Secretary of Defense Robert McNamara and an official to the Senate Armed Services Committee in Feb. 3.

**Blow Yourself Up POSTER**

Send any Black and White or Color Photo from 2½ x 2½ to 8½ x 11 for a 

12x16 also newspaper 

$2.50 

Dealer Inquiries Invited

**Paintings Water Colors and Drawings**

AT THE WESTWOOD THEATRE

April 20 Thru May 11
**Tips On Library Use**

By JUDY B. SCOTT

Staff Writer

"The University Library provides valuable services to return lost or overdue books back into circulation but these services are often overlooked because of lack of use," according to Dr. R. Rogers, director of the Library.

The first of these services is providing help to those with problems which arise when a person needs a book while there is a hold on it to someone else. If the book is overdue, the library can get it back if the individual wanting the book fills out a green reserve slip for the book. This slip should be given to the person at the circulation desk of either the College Library or the Reference Library. The library will then contact the person holding the book out and ask him or her to return it. After it is returned, the library will get in touch with the individual wanting the book.

A new service being offered by the circulation department of the library came as a result of a recommendation made by the Library revealing information about the person having a book out of circulation.

"The most feasible approach to do this is to make a borrower's printout a daily list made up by a computer consisting of the call numbers of all books out of circulation and the ID number of the person having the book. The daily list is given to the person who checks out a book.
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SATellite TRACKING SYSTEMS
EARTH STATIONS FOR COMSAT
RARE EARTH PHOSPHORS
VIDEO TELEPHONES
MICROWAVE CARRIER SYSTEMS
COLOR TELEVISION
LASER RESEARCH
CABLE TELEVISION
ELECTRONIC SWITCHING EQUIPMENT
FLASHCUBES
MISSILE TRACKING SYSTEMS
ENERGY STORAGE
BLACKBOARD BY WIRE TEACHING SYSTEMS
INTEGRATED CIRCUITS
INCANDESCENT AND FLUORESCENT LAMPS
SEMICONDUCTORS
ELECTROLUMINESCENT DEVICES
TELEVISION PICTURE TUBES
RECEIVING TUBES
ELECTRONIC SHIELDS
MISSILE LAUNCH CONTROL SYSTEMS
INDUSTRIAL CONTROL SYSTEMS
DATA TRANSMISSION SYSTEMS
AIRPORT LIGHTING

And you still call us a phone company?

We really don't mind.

After all, it wasn't that long ago that we were just in the telephone business. But now, because we're involved in so much more, we need bright college graduates with practically any kind of degree, whether it's in Engineering or Commerce.

Ask your placement director about us. The misunderstood phone company at

General Telephone & Electronics
SYLVANIA ELECTRIC PRODUCTS, LEMURIA ELECTRIC, AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC CO., TELEPHONE COMPANIES
IN 33 STATES. GENERAL TELEPHONE DIRECTORY CO. - GT Laboratories - GT International
**Paintings On Exhibit**

A collection of 24 collage paintings by Leon Schenker, associate professor of art at the State University College of New York at Cortland, N.Y., will be on exhibit in the University Fine Arts Gallery through April 26.

Prof. Schenker has exhibited widely in the East including Albany, Buffalo, Syracuse, and New York City. He has had four one-man shows, and his paintings are included in public and private collections.

Collage paintings incorporate the use of paper and other materials such as cloth and string and not only the use of paint.

Included in the collection are the creations "Black Sand Dance," "Declaration Silver Blue," "Machine," and "Nouveau."

"Core," which received a painting award at Syracuse, N.Y., is an "essentially expressionistic work which hints at a concern with an orderly arrangement of materials and a general simplification of form," explained the artist.

"Both paints and texture are generally employed in a very direct sense, that is to fully recall their own properties," stated Prof. Schenker.

At the Susquehanna Regional Exhibit in New York, Prof. Schenker received the first prize for his painting titled "Patterns."

Many of the collage paintings, which average four feet by four feet in size, will be available for sale, with others having been borrowed from collections for this showing.

The gallery will be open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday through Friday, and 2 to 5 p.m., Saturdays and Sundays while the exhibit is here.

**CAMPAIGNING?**

25 4x5 glossy prints for $6.25 at Howard's Photos

432½ East Wooster St.
354-5702

**FREE DELIVERY**

- CHEESE: 1.25 1.75
- ONION: 1.35 2.00
- SAUSAGE: 1.50 2.25
- PEPPERONI: 1.50 2.25
- ANCHOVIES: 1.50 2.25
- MUSHROOM: 1.75 2.50
- GREEN PEPPERS: 1.75 2.50
- GREEN OLIVES: 1.75 2.50
- BEEF: 1.75 2.50
- SHRIMP: 1.75 2.50

**PAGLIAI'S SPECIAL 2.25 3.25**

**25¢ THIS COUPON WORTH 25¢ ON ANY PAGLIAI PIZZA**

**FREE DELIVERY**

- SMALL: 7.25
- LARGE: 7.75
- CHEESE: 7.25 7.75
- ONION: 7.35 2.00
- SAUSAGE: 7.50 2.25
- PEPPERONI: 7.50 2.25
- ANCHOVIES: 7.50 2.25
- MUSHROOM: 7.75 2.50
- GREEN PEPPERS: 7.75 2.50
- GREEN OLIVES: 7.75 2.50
- BEEF: 7.75 2.50
- SHRIMP: 7.75 2.50

**DRESS SHIRT SALE**

They stand up to all - and never let the wrinkles fall. A permanent-press weekend Dress Shirt Sale. Better hurry for best selection on this one.

**THE TRADITIONAL DEN**
Falcon stickers managed to score 20 goals in two matches over the break, but were touched for an equal amount.

In similar fashion the third split those contests, capturing a 10-9 decision over Loyola and winning Baltimore and coming home to drop a 11-10 decision to the Cleveland Club.

The split allowed the Falcons to up their overall record to 2-1.

"The games greatly paralleled each other," said head coach Mickey Cochrane, "we held good leads in both games and saw Loyola and Cleveland make strong comebacks.

Lost Leads

The Falcons managed to rack up a 2-2 lead over the hosts in Baltimore, and a 9-5 margin over Cleveland Club before they began their comebacks.

"We started to slow down the game too early against Loyola," said Cochrane, "it was my plan, but it didn't work."

"We didn't play at all well during the contest," said Cochrane. A very disappointed coach, Cochrane saw his stickers blow a 0-5 lead, again able to score only one goal in the final quarter.

Hart broke the scoring Ice for the Falcons scoring late in the half 6-4.

Middle John Boos rounded out Sal Zanfardino and John Feasel Hart Midfielders Pete Farrell.
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scoring against Baltimore led by though. "We did a real good Job of the team said Cochrane. A

Mickey Cochrane, "We held good

the overall effort of the team through, "We did a real good job against Loyola, both offensively and defensively."

Five Falcons joined in the scoring against Baltimore led by the three goals of standout Steve Hart. Midfielders Pete Farrell, Hal Sandiford and John Feasel each contributed a pair of goals. Middle John Roos rounded out with scoring with a solo tally.

Rowing Green jumped off to a 2-1 lead and still led at the half 4-4.

Hart broke the scoring Ice too for the Falcons scoring late in the initial quarter at 12.45. He added his second goal only 16 seconds later. Sandiford tallied the third score with only five seconds remaining.

Farrell and Feasel teamed up the three goals in the second period to keep the Falcons on top. The Falcons scored three more goals in the third quarter to lead 9-4, while only Feasel could manage to score in the final period at the 2:58 mark.

Cleveland Game

The Cleveland Club pushed across two goals in the final 40 seconds to topple the Falcons 11-10.

Cleveland Indians Wednesday.

Trailing 3-2 with two out in the sixth inning, the Tigers fought back for one run and a tie and then overcame a 5-3 deficit for their fifth straight victory.

Relief pitcher Eddie Fisher retired the first two Tigers in the tenth but then walked Al Kaline, Norton came up and on a 1-3 count lined his homer into the lower left field seats.

The Indians had gone ahead 2-1 in the third on an 8-5 on a tie and then hit on a line into the screen atop the left field wall. The struggling left fielder was walked intentionally three straight times after that. Yastrzemski's third base on
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Falcons Rock Cardinals

By GREG VARLEY
Assistant Sports Editor

Points fell for the Bowling Green Track team as rains fell on the Whitaker Track.

In one of the few meets to be held on the new BG facility this season the Birds had a good day drawing the Cardinals of Ball State 106 - 53 under rain filled skies.

The Falcons were never in danger of losing the meet as they took first in all but four events. It was one of those ultra moments that momentarily lost first place for BG as Ball State swept all three pla-

A single by Jim Barry, a walk to Eric Zinsmelster, and then a balk put BG runners on second and third. Jim Bussman pinch hitting for Schweitzer wasn't going to be around long enough to leave his cleat behind. He retired the first two Bingham batters before he hit Flyer centerfielder Terry Elliott with a pitch. Following this he gave up back-to-back home runs to Hille Winklebrosch and Greg Emeron before settling down to return the final out.

The Falcons couldn't solve Dayton starter Bill Graeme. In the first, but after Schweitzer set down three men in a row the second the Birds came to life. A single by Jim Barry, a walk to Eric Zinsmelster and then a balk drew the first Falcon run with a sacrifice fly to left.

A walk to shortstop Bert Karnes and a double by John Knox placed Zinsmelster at second base for the winning run.

The Birds came to life in the 5th. Rayburn settled down and returned the Flyers with just one hit In the 6th.

In the middle of the sixth the home plate umpire decided to call the game. He retired the last three Flyers in the sixth on strikes.

The next home games for the Falcons are April 26 and 27 when they face the University of Detroit in an afternoon doubleheader.